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Abstract

Background: The level of current use of modern family planning is the most widely used indicator for evaluating the success of national family planning programmes. Recently the prevalence of traditional methods has increased in Jordan, which may lead to undesired pregnancy.

Aims: The main objective of the study was to assess the trends of modern and traditional contraceptive use in Jordan with a focus on examining the differences between the users of each method.

Methods: A secondary data analysis of the Jordan 2012 Population and Family Health Survey data was carried out. The survey used a multistage cluster random sample. Bivariate analysis was conducted to identify the difference between modern and traditional contraceptive users. A logistic regression model was used to study significant covariates.

Results: Among 10 801 currently married women aged 15–49 years surveyed, 38.8% were not using any contraceptive method, 18.9% used traditional methods, and 42.3% relied on modern contraceptive methods. Logistic regression analysis revealed 4 significant predictors of using modern contraceptive methods: location in Central Region, residence in urban areas, age and parity.

Conclusion: Women, particularly those resident in the southern region, should be encouraged
to use modern contraceptive methods and this may be achieved by empowering them with more information about sources of these methods that are available to them. Family planning interventions should focus on younger and high parity women as they were more likely to use traditional methods.
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Introduction

Contraceptive methods are often classified as either modern [barrier methods such as male and female condoms, diaphragm, cervical cap and sponge; hormonal contraceptives that include oral, injectable, transdermal, vaginal ring, and implants; intrauterine device (IUD)] or traditional [rhythm method (periodic abstinence), withdrawal (coitus interruptus), fertility awareness-based methods, the lactational amenorrhoea method and folk methods]. Emergency contraception and permanent methods including female sterilization and vasectomy for men (1). Contraceptive use is generally estimated from household survey data. The most common survey worldwide is the Demographic and Health Survey, in which data have been collected through nationally representative cross-sectional surveys in 90 developing countries. The survey is usually conducted at 5-year intervals and has been carried out 6 times in Jordan.

Use of a contraceptive method helps couples plan their family by avoiding undesired pregnancies and consequently serving their intention to stop and/or postpone childbearing through choice. Choice of which contraceptive method to use is affected by factors such as the
couple’s desires and knowledge about methods, access to and availability of methods, providers’ attitudes and biases, quality of care and counselling, and service cost (2–5).

Family planning programmes usually promote the use of modern methods rather than traditional methods as the latter have a higher failure rate. However, it is only when the use of modern methods is declining and the use of traditional methods is increasing that family planning managers become concerned about such changes and start to investigate whether the gain in traditional methods has come at the expense of modern methods.

In Jordan, the overall contraceptive prevalence rate has increased markedly over the past 2 decades, from 40% in 1990 to 61% in 2012. However, the reliance on modern methods has levelled off at 42% in the last decade (6), which is not in line with Jordan’s family planning programme objective of achieving 80% of currently married women (15–49 years) using modern contraceptives (6). The 12-month contraceptive discontinuation rate remained high for all methods (48%) (7). Furthermore, the proportion of women whose last birth was unplanned was 25%, accounting for 45 000 births annually (7). This can have tremendous adverse effects on couples and on society (8,9).

Although there is no ideal method mix for a country, there is a concern when contraceptive users rely mainly on a single provider-based method (IUD) and on traditional methods (10). The findings of 4 consecutive Jordan Population and Family Health Surveys (7) carried out in the last decade show that the use of modern methods is levelling off while the use of traditional methods has been increasing (from 15% to 19%) (10). Furthermore, Jordan has an unbalanced or skewed method mix compared with some other countries in the Region, with a dominance of IUD, which together with traditional methods accounts for two-thirds of contraceptive use. Among 109 developing countries, Jordan is among the 20 countries that have the highest prevalence of traditional methods, accounting for 30% or more of all methods used in the country (10).

Investigating the major contributing factors associated with modern methods can better inform family planning programmes. Hence, the main research question is: are women who are using modern methods in Jordan different from those who are using traditional contraceptive methods? This question is pertinent because the effectiveness of the method used has been found to vary by users’ background characteristics as well as by type of method (9).

Limited research has been conducted in Jordan to explore factors that influence the selection of
family planning methods. Therefore, this study aimed to assess the trends of modern and traditional contraceptive use in Jordan, identify the independent predictors of the use of contraceptive methods and examine the differences between users of modern and traditional methods.

Methodology

Data source

This study is a secondary data analysis of the 2012 Jordan Population and Family Health Survey (7). The survey sample is a multistage cluster random sample representative of the entire population of Jordan as well as the subnational strata. The survey provides cross-sectional data through a series of questions collecting data on reproductive history as well as most recent pregnancy outcomes for 10 801 currently married women of reproductive age (15–49 years). Since the survey provides data at the national and subnational levels, it allows for the analysis of regional and socioeconomic differentials in family planning practices. The subnational and other subgroups include rural/urban, badia/refugee camps (badia is defined as the area that extends from the east across to where the western mountains border the Jordan Valley), governorates, educational attainment and wealth index. The correlates include woman’s age, pregnancy order, parity, consanguinity, body mass index and birth intervals.

Ethical considerations

This study did not require the approval of an institutional review board because it used unidentified respondents’ information from an official data source which is provided in the public domain by the Jordan Department of Statistics (7). The data did not include personal identification features, and the statistician did not have access to any personal identification of respondents, thus the study was deemed ethically safe.

Data analysis procedures

Data analysis was conducted using SPSS, version 21. Bivariate analysis (chi-squared test and t-test) was carried out to test the difference between modern and traditional contraceptive use based on sociodemographic variables. Since the dependent variable is categorical (use of modern vs traditional contraceptive methods), a logistic regression model was used to determine the difference in adjusted odds ratios between traditional and modern contraceptive users. The odds ratio (OR) and 95% confidence interval (CI) were calculated and P ≤ 0.05 was considered statistically significant.

Results

Information was collected regarding 10 801 currently married women aged 15–49 years, among whom 38.8% were not using any contraceptive method and 61.2% were using a method at the
time of interview for the Jordan Population and Family Health Survey (7), 18.9% were using traditional methods and 42.3% were relying on modern methods. Among women who were not using any method, 65.0% were not educated, 72.5% were in the age group 15–19 years and 52.0% lived in rural areas.

Among women who were using contraception, the IUD was the most used method (21.0%) among modern methods, and pills and male condoms were joint second, 8% for each. Withdrawal and the rhythm method were the most commonly used among the traditional methods (14.3% and 3.5%, respectively).

Overall, the use of any method among currently married women increased from 40% in 1990 to 61% in 2012. There was considerable change in the use of specific contraceptive methods in the same period. Use of the IUD increased among currently married women from 15% in 1990 to 21% in 2012. In addition, the use of the male condom increased from less than 1% to 8%. The use of withdrawal also increased, from 4% in 1990 to 14% in 2012. The discontinuation rate of contraceptive use increased over the same period, accompanied by a decline in the use of long-term methods, such as female sterilization and IUD in favour of condom and withdrawal.

The use of contraceptive methods among currently married women varied with age. The highest proportion (51%) of women who were using modern methods was in the age group 35–44 years, and the lowest (21.8%) was among the age group 15–19 years. The proportion of currently married women who were using traditional methods ranged between 5.7% and 20.2%, highest in the age groups 25–29 years and 35–39 years. The lowest proportion using traditional methods was among the age group 15–19 years (5.7%). Older women depended more on long-acting and permanent methods such as IUD and female sterilization, while younger women relied more on temporary modern methods such as pills and the male condom.

Bivariate analysis showed no significant difference between the 2 groups in relation to the wealth index (Table 1). However, women who were currently using modern methods had significantly more children compared with women using traditional methods. In addition, the use of modern methods of contraception was significantly more likely in the age group 35–39 years compared with women in the age group 25–29 years. Women residing in urban areas, the central region, camps, outside the badia, and having secondary or higher education were significantly more likely to use modern methods compared with women living in rural areas, the southern region, badia, outside camps and having no education. The use of modern contraceptive methods was significantly more likely among women whose husbands had a desire for fewer children (33.7% vs 8.2%). On the other hand, the use of traditional methods was significantly more likely among women whose husbands had decided to have more children.
No other significant relationship was found between any of the respondents’ characteristics and using either modern or traditional contraceptive methods.

Taking into account the influence of all other covariates simultaneously, multiple logistic regression was conducted to identify the independent predictors for use of contraceptive methods. Only those variables that were statistically significant in the bivariate analysis were considered for entry into the logistic models. These included woman’s age, parity, husband’s desire for children, woman’s education, region (location), and urban/rural residence (Table 2).

The results revealed 4 significant predictors for use of modern contraceptive methods: location in the central region (OR 1.23; 95% CI: 1.04–1.46), urban area of residence (OR 1.20; 95% CI: 1.01–1.42), mother’s age (OR 0.97; 95% CI: 0.95–0.99) and parity (OR 1.16; 95% CI: 1.08–1.25). Women living in the central region and in urban areas were more likely to use modern contraceptive methods compared with women living in rural areas and in the southern or northern regions. In addition, the lower a woman’s age, the higher the chance of using a modern method. Finally, as number of children increased, women were more likely to rely on modern contraceptive methods than on traditional ones (Table 2).

Discussion

We investigated key factors associated with type of contraceptive methods used by currently married Jordanian women. The modern methods most frequently distributed by family planning services are IUD, male condom, and hormonal contraceptives (oral, injectable, and implanted). However, the results of the latest Jordan Population and Family Health Survey indicated that IUD was the most used modern method, followed by pills and male condom (7). This may be explained by the feasibility of applying these methods by users (pills and condom). Cultural preferences and the availability of IUDs could explain their high prevalence compared to other modern methods such as implantable hormonal methods.

The results indicated that using modern or traditional methods differed according to women’s characteristics. The use of modern methods of contraception was predicted by the increase in the number of children ever born. Similar results have been found in many developing countries such as Bangladesh, Pakistan and Tanzania (3,11,12) and in 1 Arab country, Oman (13), where modern methods were more predominant as the number of children increased.

Multivariate analysis showed that the chance of using modern methods decreased with
increased age of the woman. This may be explained by the following possible reasons: firstly, younger women are usually more open to adopting modern technology and are often less bound to cultural beliefs than older women; younger women are generally better educated than older women so they would be more prone to accepting and using modern contraception; and as women realize they are reaching their desired family size at younger ages, they may decide to have no more children. Women’s awareness regarding the decline in their fertility with increased age could be another reason for reducing the chance of using modern contraceptive methods with increased age. Additionally, increasing age is associated with a decrease in women’s desire for sexual activity thus decreasing the chance of using modern methods (14). This is similar to findings of previous studies in Ethiopia and Nigeria (15–17), which found that the use of modern methods was greater in younger women. The Ethiopian study attributed the results to rigorous family planning programmes that targeted this age group (17). Taken together with the findings of the present study, this suggests the importance of directing family planning policies to target both young and older Jordanian women to motivate them to use more modern contraception.

We found that women who live in urban areas significantly used more modern methods compared with those in rural areas. We also found that women from the central region were more likely to use modern methods compared to those from the southern region. This could be related to better implementation of family planning services in terms of educational materials and number of centres in urban areas. Similarly, a number of previous studies in other countries have found that modern family planning methods were more likely to be adopted in urban areas (18,19). The Ministry of Health in Jordan has implemented rigorous family planning programmes over the past 2 decades to reduce the fertility rate, which has fallen from 5.6 in 1990 to 3.5 in 2012 (7), and to make those programmes accessible in rural areas. The difference between regions in the type of contraceptive methods used could be explained by the characteristics of women in the southern region, as reported in the latest (2012) Demographic and Health Survey (7), who had the lowest level of current use of family planning, and the least contact with health care providers. In addition, traditional factors and community influence towards having more children, particularly sons, could explain the differences in use of modern contraceptive methods between regions (4,13,18). This explanation could be supported by the differences in total fertility rate among areas and regions: total fertility rate in rural areas is higher compared to urban areas (3.9 vs 3.4, respectively) and total fertility rate is higher in the southern region than in the central region (3.7 vs 3.4, respectively) (7). This finding should incentivize policy-makers to establish and implement effective strategies in rural areas and to encourage women to visit health centres and use modern contraceptive methods.

Bivariate analysis showed that secondary or higher level of education was associated with using modern contraceptive methods, but this no longer held after controlling for other factors. This might be explained by the greater number of educational materials and centres available for women in urban areas, which may make the effect of the women’s education minimal or disappear. Previous Jordanian studies have found that education level and economic status
play an essential role in influencing the use of contraceptive methods (20–23), but these studies did not examine the effect of the woman’s education level on selecting the type of contraceptive method. Other studies have also found the association still holding between education and use of family planning methods. For example, a Turkish health survey, a recent Omani study and 3 Ethiopian health surveys found that highly educated women significantly chose modern methods (14,17,18,24).

Previous studies have highlighted the importance of women’s concern for well-being and husbands’ beliefs about contraceptive methods as important associated factors for selecting appropriate methods (22,25). The univariate analysis in this study found that husbands’ desire for children was a factor in the selection of contraceptive method. This is consistent with Jordanian culture, a male-dominated culture, in which the wife relinquishes reproductive decisions to her husband (26,27). A husband’s decision on choice of contraceptive method may be influenced by the number and sex of children; a Palestinian study found that husbands’ desire was to have 2 sons, while in Jordan and Egypt the desire was for 3 sons (26,28,29). On the other hand, we found that husbands’ desire for more children did not hold as a predictor for selecting contraceptive method after controlling for other factors. A recent Ethiopian study found that the desire for more children was the main reason for not using modern contraceptive methods, but did not compare the use of traditional and modern methods (3).

This study was based on a national survey; therefore the sample is highly representative of currently married Jordanian women. Also, to our knowledge, this is the first study to highlight the contributing factors for the use of traditional contraceptive methods, which provides a foundation for future evidence-based interventions to reduce the use of traditional methods and increase the use of modern methods. As this study is a secondary analysis of a survey, the potential for discovering factors that may influence a couple’s decision to use contraceptive methods for spacing or limiting births was limited. Other potential factors that were excluded include women’s perceptions and religion, couples’ knowledge about the advantages and disadvantages of the various contraceptive methods, access to contraceptive services in rural versus urban areas, providers’ biases towards certain methods, and couples’ fears and rumours regarding certain methods.

**Conclusion**

The high percentage of Jordanian women who are not currently using any modern contraceptive methods (58%) and the high level of reliance on traditional methods (31% of all users) raise concern about unfavourable birth intervals, maternal and child health, and couples’ fertility desires with respect to unintended pregnancies and socioeconomic consequences.
Our study sheds light on important factors associated with the use of modern and traditional methods among a sample of Jordanian currently married women. Findings of this study are important to health care providers and health/family planning policy-makers as they need to establish and implement programmes to increase women’s awareness of the importance of using modern methods in rural areas and in the southern region, which have high fertility rates. Researchers and policy-makers need to explore possible cultural and traditional issues that contribute to couples’ decisions about type of contraceptive method use, such as the number of children and number of sons to have.

Family planning programme managers in Jordan need to consider necessary changes in their operational policies based on the findings of the multivariate analysis. Efforts to shift users of traditional methods to modern contraceptive methods, and to increase the prevalence of modern contraceptives need to target high parity women, young women under 25 years and older women over 45 years, who may have misinformation and fears about modern methods. This can be achieved by developing and implementing educational programmes early at school age and enhancing women’s attendance at antenatal and postnatal clinics to receive effective family planning counselling. Family planning programmes in the southern region can focus more on health care providers. Women in that region may need greater motivation and encouragement to use modern contraceptive methods; this could be achieved by increasing their knowledge about modern methods through individual educational sessions and educational materials.
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Les utilisatrices de méthodes contraceptives traditionnelles et modernes sont-elles différentes en Jordanie ?

RÉSUMÉ

Contexte: Le niveau actuel de recours à la planification familiale moderne est l’indicateur le plus largement utilisé pour évaluer le succès des programmes nationaux de planification familiale. Récemment, la prévalence des méthodes traditionnelles a connu une augmentation en Jordanie, ce qui peut entraîner des grossesses non désirées.

Objectifs: La présente étude avait pour objectif principal d’évaluer les tendances de
contraceptives modernes et traditionnelles en Jordanie, en se concentrant sur l’examen des différences entre les utilisatrices de chaque méthode.

**Méthodes**: Une analyse des données secondaires de l’Enquête 2012 sur la population et la santé familiale en Jordanie a été menée. L’étude a utilisé la méthode d’échantillonnage aléatoire en grappes à plusieurs degrés. Une analyse bivariée a été conduite afin d’identifier les différences entre les utilisatrices de méthodes contraceptives modernes et traditionnelles. Un modèle de régression logistique a été utilisé pour étudier les covariables significatives.

**Résultats**: Parmi 10 801 femmes mariées âgées de 15 à 49 ans interrogées, 38,8 % n’utilisaient aucune méthode contraceptive, 18,9 % avaient recours à des méthodes traditionnelles et 42,3 % utilisaient des méthodes contraceptives modernes. L’analyse de régression logistique a révélé quatre facteurs prédictifs significatifs de l’utilisation de méthodes contraceptives modernes : le fait de vivre dans la Région centrale, d’habiter en zones urbaines, l’âge et la parité.

**Conclusion**: Les femmes, et particulièrement celles vivant dans la région du sud, devraient être encouragées à utiliser des méthodes contraceptives modernes, ce qui peut être réalisé en leur fournissant davantage d’informations sur les méthodes à leur disposition et en contribuant ainsi à leur autonomie. Les interventions de planification familiale devraient se concentrer sur les jeunes femmes et les femmes à parité élevée, celles-ci étant plus susceptibles de recourir à des méthodes traditionnelles.
Are users of modern and traditional contraceptive methods in Jordan different?

**Objectives:** The primary objective of this study is to assess the utilization and challenges of modern and traditional contraceptive methods in Jordan, with a focus on identifying any differences between users.

**Method:** The study uses data from the "Maternal and Newborn Health" survey, which included a sample of 10,801 women of reproductive age. The data were collected from various regions, including the central and more rural areas, and involved a random selection of households.

**Results:** Among the 10,801 women surveyed, 18.9% were using modern contraception, and 38.8% were using traditional methods. 42.4% of the women were using traditional methods and 4% were using modern methods exclusively. Of the women using modern contraception, 4% were using injectables, 4% were using condoms, and 4% were using pills.

**Conclusions:** It is recommended to encourage more women, especially those living in the southern regions, to adopt modern contraceptive methods. This can be achieved by increasing awareness and access to modern methods of contraception.
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